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STABILITY OF STATIONARY SOLUTIONS OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
OF THE COMBUSTION THEORY * 

V. S. BAUSHEV, V. N. VILIUNOV, and A. M. TIMOKHIN 

Local stability of stationary solutions of the system of equations of the combustion 
theory is investigated using a thermal diffusion model. The problem is reduced to 
the analysis of the point spectrum of a differential operator determined on vector 
functions in an unbounded region. A method is proposed for determining the point 
spectrum. The spectral region for any arbitrary Lewis number is determined in the 
stability region. It is shown that in the case of the Lewis number equal unity 
there are no spectral points outside that region. 

1, Statement ()f the problem, The heat diffusion mechanism of flame propagation 
over a homogeneous combustible mixture is defined by the system of equations 

au aw 
at=- -fr,(u, V), +=Lg-@(u,v) (1.1) 

(--m<s<‘=, l>O) 

where U and V are the dimensionless temperature and concentration, and L is the Lewis number. 
The relation between dimensionless and dimensional quantities was defined in /l/. In thecase 
of first order reactions the heat release function is of the form 

(D(U, V)= Vf((u) 
where f(u) is assumed to be a fairly smooth function that satisfies the conditions 

f(u)>& U<E; f(U)=& U>E; O<E<i (1.2) 

For definiteness we set f (0) = 1. The meaning of the cut-off parameter is the same as in/2/. 
It was shown in /3/ that system (1.1) has the stationary solution u(g), v(g) of the form 

of a running wave that satisfies the system of equations 

@u 
-+ +o(u,o)=o, u(- .x)=v(-co)=0 (1.3) 

L~+w+(zJ,")=o, u(00)=u(cro)=0 

where E = 5 - ot, and 61 is the wave propagation velocity. 
The problem of investigating the stability of stationary solutions of system (1.1) under 

small perturbations is formulated as follows. Let the perturbed solutions which, as 15 I-+ 00, 
satisfy the same conditions as the stationary ones, be defined by 

U=u(E)+6m+62m,+..., v==u(~)+6~+6*l#~+... (1.4) 
where 6 is the small parameter. 

Substituting (1.4) into (1.1) and using the expansion of f(u) in a series in powers of 
6, we obtain linearized equations in cp and $ 

Here and subsequently a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the variable U. Passing 
from the stationary system of coordinates (x, t) to coordinates (5, t) attached to the flame 
results in the coefficients in Eqs. (1.5) becoming independent of t. 

We seek a solution of system (1.5) of the form 

r+? ; z1 (j, h) t+, II, -= 22 (5, A) e-'J (h = ii,. + i&) (1.6) 

Substituting (1.6) into (1.5) we obtain 
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or briefly.iz --hz. where z is a vector with components ZL and 2~. 

We have stability when h, ,> 0. The investigation of stability is, thus reduced to the 

analysis of the point spectrum (eigenvalues) of operator .\. 

Such method of stability investigation differs from the method which has been used for 

a considerable time in hydrodynamics /4/, and which was recently proved by that the operator 
A is determined on functions in an unbounded region. A similar approach to stability in- 

vestigation was, apparently, first used in /6/. 
Note that h _() is an eigenvalue of operator A. The eigen functions related to this 

value of h 

Zl(i. O)=J& zz(E,, o,=$ 
? ? (1.8) 

corresponds to solutions of the shift type (see expansions (1.4)) 

lim U -= M (5 f 6), lim v -= v(E + 6), t--f 00 

2, Subsidiary expressions, The introduction of a new independent variable u and of 

new function p(u) -= du/@ transforms system (1.3) to the form /l/ 

pp' t wp := (I, (U, u) (2.1) 

Lpv' + w (u - U) m= p, 0 (U < 1 

P (0) ~: v (0) = P (1) = 0 

In the neighborhood of u :-~~ 0 we have the following expansions in series in powers of u 

11 m= JJIU -t plU' --I_ .( (1) -= cI),u -t a)?$ + ., (2.2) 

1‘ c,u -, ML? _‘~ . 

where the slope coefficients ,~,,(I),,and r1 (assuming that j(O) :) are of the form 

In the region of 0 (u <t‘ we have in conformity with (1.2) 

(1) (U, I.) 5~ (', 1, 01 (1 - U) (2.4) 

In the subsequent analysis of solutions of system (1.7) we shall need the following res- 

ults. Let us assume the existence of the quadratic equation in y (with Y a real number) 

y* + Ty -f fi := 0 (p = pr + i&) 

When Y (0 11~ has always on positive value. The condition of positiveness of the other is 

P? > fii?/V? (2.5) 

and when Y>O vr has always one negative value. The condition of positiveness of the other 

is 
I% < Iv/v2 (2.6) 

3, Analysis of integral curves of system (lpi') I We take function u(E) which 
is the solution of the stationary problem, as the new independent variable. System (1.7)then 

assumes the form 

(3.1) 

The idea of this investigation is to analyze the solution of system (3.1) in the neighbor- 

hood of u = 0 and in region e (U (1 in which, taking into account (2.4), we present system 

(3.1) in the form 
O*(l-U)*ZIU+hzl -0 

Lo* (1 - U)%pn + 02 (1 - L)(l - U)" Z?' + hzz : 0 

whose general solution is 
zr 1: c1 (1 - u)nl + Cz (1 - u)~s, D1, > D,, 

Z? :. C, (1 - up + c, (1 - U)N,, D,, > B,, 
(3.2) 

where uh- and Bk (h = 1, 2) are the roots of the characteristic equations 

D' - D t hid = 0, LB” - R + h/o? pz 0 (3.3) 

where CI, and Ch-+2 are constants of integration. Investigation of the case of multiple roots 

of Eqs. (3.3) does not present difficulties, since 

Z,Z(',(l - n,a (. Ca (1 - u,+ lll(1 - El), z2 = CT3 (1 - u)s + C4 (1 - u+ ln(1 - u), 1=X 
4L 
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If the four-parameter set of curves (3.2) is to emerge form u = 1, it is necessary, in con- 

formity with (2.5), to stipulate 

h,>h&0?, h,> Lhiyd 
(3.4) 

Let us now examine the behavior of solutions of system (3.1) in the neighborhood of point 

u = 0. Taking into account equalities (2.2) and (2.3) we find that the point u = 0 is for 

(3.1) a regular singular point /7/. We seek the solution of system (3.1) in the neighborhood 

of u=O of the form 
m m 

z,= 2 ZlfUk+P, z*= ); z&+p 
h’=o h-0 (3.5) 

Substituting (3.5) into (3.1) and equating to zero the coefficients at up, we obtain for the 

coefficients ZlO and Go the system 

h’P2 + op,p + a) 210 - z*o = 0 
(3.6) 

(LP12P2 + oplp + a - 1) ZLO := 0 

To obtain a nontrivial solution of system (3.6) it is necessary to equate to zero the 

expressions in parentheses in (3.6). Out of the four roots of the obtained characteristic 

equations two have negative real parts. If the remaining two roots are to have positive real 

parts, it is necessary in conformity with (2.6) that the equalities 

h, < hi2/U2, h, < 1 + Lhi2/UZ (3.7) 

be satisfied. If at least one of these inequalities is satisfied, system (3.1) has a solution 

emanating from U = 0. 

Since in region 0 <u <E the coefficients of the linear system (3.1) do not have sing- 

ularities, its solution exist throughout that region /7/ and are integral analytic functions 

of parameter h. 

The form of solutions (3.5) is altered when the roots of the characteristic equations dif- 

fer by an integer /7/, however, the pattern of integral curve behavior, i.e. the number of 

linearly independent solutions of (3.1) emanating from U -= 0, is again determined by the 

signs of the real parts of these equations. 

4, Analysis of the point SPeCtt-Um of operator A. We denote the solutions em- 
anating from u = 0 by zlo and zzO, and those emanating from u = 1 in region E<U<l 
by zll and zsl. For ~~0 and zzo to be eigenfunctions of operator A it is necessary that 

their continuation into region e (U (1 vanish for u = 1. Such continuation is effected 
using Eq. (3.2) and the conditions for n = e 

Z~O(e)=Zh-l(e), ~=~, k=l, 2 (4.1) 

which are a corollary of the assumption of continuity of f(u) when U = E. 
The symmetric about the real axis part of region of eigenvalues in the h-plane is shown 

in Fig.1. The respective equations of curves 1, 2, and 3 are of the form 

1, = L~ivo~, h, = 1 + L?g/d, h, = ?“,‘/d 

When both inequalities (3.4) and the second of inequalities (3.7) (the shaded region in 

Fig.l), i.e. when 

(4.2) 

the operation of continuation of solutions zlo and 22' into region s<u<l yields a system 

of four linear equations in Cl, G, G, and C4, which is uniquely solvable, thus resolving 

positively the question of continuation. All h which satisfy inequalities (4.2) are eigen- 

values. 

Fig.1 
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When LED, i.e. 

Lili"lw2 (li, (min {hizlc09, 1 + Lhi2/02), 1, < 1 

the two-parameter set zzl and the one-parameter z,'(Cz =: 0) emanate from U- : 1. The constants 

C, and C, are uniquely determined. 

For the determination of C, we have two equations 

Q~(F, h)= ('i(l - +, =$+ -C&(1 - a)nl-l 

which imply that the solution zl' must satisfy for u = E the supplementary condition 

(l--E) 
drlO(F, hi 

du ~;- &Z,'(E, h)= 0 

The last equality can only be satisfied 

eigenvalues). 
The proof of existence of a denumerable 

h, = min (hi2/U', 1 + Lhi2/Oz), 1 

for a discrete set of 

set of eigenvalues in 

+ LV/d (h, (&?jW=, 

(4.3) 

h (a denumerable set of 

the case of 

L<i 
(4.4) 

is similar (the dash line and region D, for L (1 in Fig.1) also when h~Dz, i.e. 

hi'/W" <h, < Lizi2/02f L > 1 (4.5) 

In the case of (4.4) with u = E (4.3) holds, while in the case of (4.5) (C, = 0) the fol- 

lowing condition must be satisfied 

(1 - F) 
dz,” (E, Z.) 
du ~j Bl;.zo(?, h)= 0 (4.6) 

no integral curves emanate from u -~- 0 and, consequently, there are no eigenvalues. 

The determination of stability or instability of stationary solutions of (1.1) is eviden- 

tly associated with the analysis of eigenvalues in the region 

(4.7) 

Such analysis is carried out below. 

5, Stability in the case of L 1. Let condition (4.7) be satisfied. It foll- 

ows from (2.1) that l?==U and CD = @ (u). Subtracting in (3.1) the second equation fromthe 

first, we obtain 
PZ ( z1 - z?)* + p (p' + o)(z, - 22)' + h(z, - zz) 2= 0 

whose solution for zi-Z? is of the form 

where E, and Ez are constants of integration, and 111 and 112 are the roots of the equation 
IL2 + op+a- 0. 

Taking into account the unboundedness of the right-hand side of (5.1) as u-t0 or IL+ 1 

we obtain from it that z1 = 22. System (3.l)reduces to the single equation 

P%" + P (P' -1 a)) i,' i- (a - 0) z, --hZ,, z1 (0) -7 z1 (1) 0 (5.2) 

The characteristic equations for the analysis of solutions (5.2) in the neighborhood of u =-0 

and u=l are, respectively, of the form 

~1z~2 i- '~'p~p + rZ - 1 = 0. Dz - D + k/c,? 0 (5.3) 

The case of multiple roots of Eqs. (5.3) 

h # 1 + 0214, h # o?."/l 

is not considered here, since such values of h lie in the stability region and are, consequent- 

ly, of no interest. 

As implied by (2.5) and (2.6), the real parts of the roots of Eqs.(5.3) have different 

signs. This means that one-parameter sets of curves emanates from ~1 Iz 0 and u-l. It is 

necessary to show that these are different sets. 
Using the substitution 

(5.4) 

we reduce Eq. (2.5) to the self-conjugate form 
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lw=--kw, l=& p-& -&a-b I 1 (5.5) 

T?xIIS~O~ (5.4) does not alter the pattern of behavior of integral curves of Eq. (5.2)in 
the neighborhood of U=O and u = 1, since in the neighborhood of TV -= U, zI - up 

This implies that j zn [-O(m) if [ z1 1 -+O(oo). 
The proof for the neighborhood of u = 1 is similar. 

long 

ator 

Corol lary, If the integral curves of Eq. (5.2) emanating from u = 0 and u = 1 be- 
to a single set, then the integral curves of Eq. (5.5) also belong to a single set. 
The analysis of eigenvalues of problem (5.2) thus reduces to that of eigenvalues of oper- 
1 determinate over functions that vanish for u = 0 and u -= 1. 
Further proof is analogous to that in /6/. The self-conjugate operator 1 has the eigen- 

function 

which corresponds to h = 0. 
Since that eigenfunction 

er eigenvalue /S/. Hence the 
has no zeros in the interval (O-l), it corresponds to the great- 
operator 1 has no negative eigenvalues. 

Remark 1, The point spectrum for L= 1 contains not only pure real values, which is 
in disagreement with /6/. It was stated in /9/ that on the basis of /6/ the spectral region 
consists of points h = 0, hl, 0214 . The discrepancy between these conclusions and the results 
obtained here are explained by that the pattern of behavior of integral curves z, in the 
neighborhood of points u== u and U= 1 remains unaltered by transform (5.4) not for all h, as 
was tacitly assumed in /6/. 

Remark 2. The analysis of stability is possible not only in the case of the one-dim- 
ensional problem. For example, in the case of two-dimensional perturbations in the right-hand 
sides of each of Eqs. (1.1) we have, respectively, the terms a?U/d$ and i?V/d$) , and insteaa 
of (1.6) we have to seek a solution of the linearized equations of the form 

rF1=Z~(5,h)exp(--ht+iay), Ip=-_n(S,?")exp(-_htiiay) 

where iz is the wave number. Using the obtained here results, we obtain for the curves bound- 
ing the point spectrum in the complex plane h the equations 

h,- La" = Lh,LloZ, h, - La' = 1 f LL,Vo', h, - a2 = A&o2 

When L>O, a+0 the spectral region moves in the direction of positive h,, i.e. into 
the region of stability. 
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